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We report the integration of flow chemistry with plug flow

crystallisation. Catalytic flow hydration of pyrazinecarbonitrile to

pyrazinamide was performed in a packed bed column of MnO2.

The effluent of this flow reactor was directly linked to a tri-

segmented tubular crystalliser (KRAIC), providing a seamless tran-

sition from flow synthesis to crystallisation, with control over solid

form and particle characteristics.

Flow chemistry and crystallisation techniques offer higher
levels of control over the resultant products and routes to
leaner and more efficient manufacturing.1,2 Due to the
difference in design needs for flow reactors for solution-based
synthesis and crystallisation, the rates of production from
these reactors are often incompatible. Flow chemistry
achieves a high level of control and process intensification
through exploiting reactors with internal diameters (IDs) of
commonly of less than 2 mm in the research environment.3–5

These IDs are incompatible with most crystallising solutions
as they can lead to blockages as the crystallising particles
form. The larger ID flow crystallisers (2.5–8 mm) that are
more typical for this downstream process use alternative
mechanisms to exact control over the crystallising solution
which typically requires significantly higher flow rates than
achievable in flow chemistry apparatus.2,6,7 As a result of this,
current examples of coupled flow chemistry and
crystallisation have tended to employ cascade/continuous
stirred tank reactors (CSTRs); these can operate at a wider

range of flow rates as mixing is not related to the flow rate
but imparted through impellers.8

Crystallisation in CSTRs can enable seamless continuous
operation as presented by Braatz et al.,9 for example, but can
only approach the often desired plug flow operation through
an impractically long series of STRs. Nagy et al. recently
reported the successful coupling of a microfluidic chip and
air-segmented tubular crystalliser set-up for the telescoped
synthesis and crystallisation of diphenylhydramine.10 Due to
fouling issues experienced the yield of this process was low
(max. synthetic yield, 34.4%, solid yield not reported). We
have developed a novel tubular flow crystallisation system
that offers a potentially improved set-up for coupling to flow
chemistry outputs. This employs tri-segmented flow
(segmenting the solution with air and an immiscible carrier
fluid).11,12 This approach inherently imparts plug flow
(through physical separation of solution droplets) and decou-
ples the solution flow rate from the net flow rate, enabling a
slower solution flow without cost to the mixing intensity.

We have also previously reported a mild and highly effi-
cient flow synthesis for pyrazinamide, a compound used to
treat tuberculosis (Fig. 1).13,14 The reported method achieved
clean conversion to the product in high chemical yields. In
this communication we report the high yielding plug flow
coupling of this chemistry with crystallisation techniques for
the preparation and crystallisation of pyrazinamide with a
residence time (RT) of 32 min 17 s. Solid form (polymorph)
selectivity has also been achieved in the integrated process, a
vital consideration in prospective end-to-end process design
for solid state materials such as pharmaceuticals. The direct
coupling of flow synthesis and crystallisation of pyrazinamide
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Fig. 1 Scheme of pyrazinimde synthesis through catalytic hydration of
pyrazinecarbonitrile.
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has resulted in a high yield of pure micro-sized product,
coupled with polymorph selectivity in the solid form
obtained, which is thus applicable for immediate incorpora-
tion into drug formulation.

Representations of the set-up can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3
(schematic and actual, respectively). Full experimental details
are available in the ESI.† Coupling of the flow preparation of
pyrazinamide from pyrazinecarbonitrile (catalytic hydration
via a packed bed column of MnO2 at 80 °C) and subsequent
crystallisation was achieved through connection of the efflu-
ent of the packed bed column to the segmentation unit after
the back-pressure regulator (BPR, 12 bar) as shown in Fig. 2.
The three immiscible phases (solution, air and carrier fluid)
were segmented in a cross-piece mixer (thru-hole, 1.25 mm)
which was actively heated to maintain dissolution of the
pyrazinamide. In initial experiments (hereafter termed
‘uncontrolled nucleation runs’), the tri-segmented flow then
passed directly into 15 m of air-cooled 1/8″ ID FEP tubing
prior to separation of the carrier fluid (perfluoropolyether,
Galden SV 110) and online filtration. The maximum crystal
length obtained in these experiments (2.4 mm) approaches
the internal diameter of the tubing and agglomeration of
crystals within a slug resulted in blockages within the tubing.
Subsequent experiments (hereafter referred to as ‘controlled
nucleation runs’) therefore employed a 1.2 m section of tub-
ing prior to the main crystalliser body which was cooled to
10 °C. This resulted in the formation of a greater number of
nuclei than is achievable with a slower cooling gradient,
minimising the resultant crystallite size and preventing
blockages. Table 1 details the differences between the con-
trolled and uncontrolled nucleation runs.

The cooling gradients achieved in the KRAIC during the
crystallisation of pyrazinamide are shown in Fig. 4. In the
controlled nucleation runs, the set temperature of the tubing
jacket is achieved rapidly within the solution slugs (as mea-
sured internally) but the reduced heat transfer efficiency be-
tween liquid and gas15 results in a higher temperature for

the air slugs. As the carrier fluid creates a barrier between
the solution and air slugs, this has a minimal effect on the
solution slugs during active temperature control within the
tubing jacket. This resulted in the promotion of nucleation
and crystal growth within this region as shown in Fig. 5 (a
video is available in the ESI†). After the active temperature
controlled region, a rapid increase to room temperature is
observed in coil 1. Coils 2 and 3 provide a cooling effect (the
intensity of which reduces over length) due to heat dissipa-
tion through the heat conductive aluminium coil housing,
resulting in a final temperature 1 °C below room
temperature.

In the uncontrolled nucleation runs, the glass housing of
coil 1 enables a steady temperature reduction after initial
rapid heat loss upon emergence from active temperature con-
trol (water bath for the segmentation unit). The same heat
sink effect seen for the controlled nucleation runs is seen at
the start of the first aluminium coil holder, resulting in a
rapid coalescence of the temperature within the uncontrolled
nucleation run with respect to the controlled nucleation run.

The average slug volume was 0.075 ml (Fig. 6, see ESI† for
details) with an aspect ratio of 1 : 1.08 (2.94 × 3.2 mm). This
ensures a high expression of plug flow behaviour with excel-
lent mixing homogeneity.

From a controlled crystallisation run, total RT of 32 min
17 s, a yield of 53% of pure pyrazinamide crystals was
achieved during a 1 h run without any blocking/fouling is-
sues. The resultant needle crystals (shown in Fig. 7) have an
average particle size of 100 μm (in the major axis, 5 μm in
the minor axis).

It was not possible to obtain a representative yield and
RT in uncontrolled nucleation runs due to blocking is-
sues. A faster flow rate of 9.36 ml min−1 (16 min 16 s RT
excl. blockage removal time) was employed to mitigate
blocking with limited success. Fig. 7 shows the crystals
obtained from an uncontrolled and controlled nucleation
run, the average particle size (Table 1) is 10× greater for
the uncontrolled nucleation runs despite the shorter
crystallisation time with respect to the controlled
crystallisation runs.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of integrated flow synthesis and
crystallisation used for pyrazinamide production. RT within synthesis
section – 4 min 7 s, RT within crystallisation section 26 min 18 s
(uncontrolled nucleation) or 28 min 10 s (controlled nucleation).

Fig. 3 View of integrated flow synthesis and crystallisation apparatus
with the synthesis, segmentation and crystallisation sections highlighted.
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As for many molecular materials of interest in, for ex-
ample, the pharmaceutical industry, pyrazinamide is poly-
morphic. The solid form obtained, and its selectivity, is a
vital consideration for crystallisation process development
within overall production process design. Pure
γ-pyrazinamide was obtained from controlled and
uncontrolled nucleation runs where blockage events were
minimised (ESI;† Fig. S7 and S8). This polymorphic form
is normally obtained from melt16,17 or sublimation17,18

crystallisation and previously reported solution-based
crystallisation of pure γ-pyrazinamide has exclusively in-

volved non-aqueous solvents/solvent mixtures.17 The
expected polymorphic form for a cooling crystallisation of
a supersaturated aqueous solution is α-pyrazinamide.18 We
have previously shown that the tri-segmented environment
within the KRAIC crystalliser can result in the production
of unexpected polymorphs.11 This is a likely consequence
of the fact that there are no solid–liquid boundaries pres-
ent during nucleation. In uncontrolled nucleation runs
where blockages were not removed prior to wall-influenced
crystallisation, a mixture of α- and γ-pyrazinamide was re-
covered, supporting this theory.

The system chosen here was crystallised from the
same solvent system in which it was synthesised. This
enabled facile coupling, however in-line extractors to
change a solvent system have been developed in our
labs to broaden the range of inline crystallisation ca-
pabilities.19,20 Such extractors also enable the compati-
bility of more dilute syntheses with integrated
crystallisation.

Table 1 Comparison of uncontrolled and controlled nucleation integrated synthesis and crystallisation of pyrazinamide

Uncontrolled nucleation runs Controlled nucleation runs

Crystal size (major axis, mm) 1.02 0.1
Synthesis RT (min) 4 min 7 s 4 min 7 s
Crystallisation RT (min) 16.25 28.17
Total RT (min) 20.38 32.28
Crystallisation onset (m, min, °C) 8.69, 9.4, 19.3 0.53, 2.5, 11.4
Yield >2% 53%

Fig. 4 Cooling profile within the crystalliser highlighting the individual
sections. N.B. the length scale of the uncontrolled nucleation curve
has been shifted for facile comparison with the controlled nucleation
curve. Measurements between 0–2.8 m were taken internally in
representative runs. Measurements after 2.8 m were taken externally
during crystallisation runs.

Fig. 5 Image of crystallisation tubing within the cooling tubing jacket
at the beginning of the KRAIC. Lower tube is 0.3–0.5 m crystallisation
length (32–28 °C), upper tube is 0.9–1.1 m (25–23 °C). N.B. crystals can
be seen in solution slugs within the upper tubing.

Fig. 6 Crystals in solutions slugs in coil 1 during a controlled
nucleation run.

Fig. 7 Microscope images of pyrazinamide crystals obtained from
uncontrolled nucleation (left) and controlled nucleation (right) runs.
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Conclusions

This work constitutes a novel research laboratory scale cou-
pling of the chemical flow preparation of a drug substance
pyrazinamide with integrated in-line crystallisation. By
decoupling the flow synthesis and flow crystallisation flow
rates, the advantages of both are maintained. Improved pro-
cessing of needle crystals in flow crystallisation was achieved
through controlled nucleation techniques, with control over
the solid form polymorph obtained. This resulted in micro-
sized particles which can be directly incorporated into formu-
lation without further processing.

The range of milli-scale flow crystallisers, which have been
developed in the last few years, is encouraging and provides
a wide scope for direct integration of flow synthesis and
crystallisation.21–23 On the other hand, there are still limita-
tions for integrating synthesis and crystallisation, e.g. micro-
fluidic synthesis procedures may yet not be compatible with
the necessarily milli-fluidic size of crystallisers designed for
resultant crystals greater than ca. 100 μm. As in all flow
cooling crystallisation techniques, wide metastable zone
widths and long induction times can be problematic. In addi-
tion to the forced cooling solution presented here, alterna-
tives like anti-solvent crystallisation techniques24 can address
some of those challenges. There are still opportunities for
continued development in the field, which should provide
tools for engineering crystallisation and its coupling with syn-
thesis systems.
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